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Cotton Candy Machine 

Setup and General Operating Instructions 

1. Loosen two motor transportation nuts on top of machine so that floss head is free to run. 

2. Using the 5 metal clips supplied, place the plastic mesh around the inside of the floss pan. Place floss pan onto top of machine. 

3. Plug machine directly into a 120 Volt GROUNDED power circuit. 

4. BEFORE TURNING MOTOR ON fill floss head about 50% full with sugar floss  DO NOT OVERFILL. Turn main (motor) switch to ON – then 

Heat switch to ON. Whenever you add sugar floss to the floss head, always fill it about 50% full. DO NOT ADD SUGAR FLOSS WHILE MOTOR IS 

RUNNING! 
5. When first beginning, adjust heat range knob to about half position, then increase until cotton candy begins to gather around the inside 

of the floss pan. (Turning knob to right increases temperature) If smoke appears from top of unit reduce heat by turning heat range knob to the 

left until it no longer smokes. (Smoke is a sign that the heat range is set too high and is burning the sugar floss mix.)\ 

6. Once you find the ideal setting for your cotton candy production, you should be able to operate at this position for the entirety of your 

event. 

7. When finished make floss for the day or the event: Remove the floss pan and wash the pan, plastic mesh, and holders in warm soapy 

water. DO NOT WASH OR MOISTEN FLOSS HEAD! 
8. Before transporting the machine: tighten the two motor mounts you loosened in step 1 so that the floss head is not free to move 

around during travel. 

Cone Making Procedure: 

Grip cone as shown below. Step 1: Break into the web of floss with cone. Follow the simple cone making steps shown below. Lift web of floss from 

pan and roll into cone. (If you experience difficulty getting the floss to stick to the cone, tear a slit in the top of the cone to grab the floss with. 

Always roll floss on cone from outside the pan as shown in steps 3-6. 

 

 


